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INSTALLATION GUIDE: Paving Support | Rail System

Space to Breathe™

Step 1. Lay primary rails (RS25 or RS60) out 
at 600mm centres in the opposite direction 
to the paving courses.

Step 2. Place primary rails onto pedestals 
(spaced at 600mm for RS25 or 1200mm 
for RS60) and level in all directions with 
laser level. Ensure all rails are level both 
lengthwise and with other rails.

Step 3. Set first primary rail in from the 
edge of the area by 100mm, so top rail 
cantilevers 100mm over to edge of area.

Step 4. Place first top rail (RST27) at edge of the area, 
perpendicular to primary rails and fix to primary rails through 
flange using 13mm self-drill screws. Attach side stops and 
end stops as required.
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Step 5. Pre-insert end stops and spacers on 
next top rail (spacers can be shifted along 
the rail as paving is moved into place, if 
required).
Place onto primary rails, without fixing.

Step 6. Lay first course of paving, moving 
spacers as required.

Note: fix this top rail only once spacers have 
been tightly butted into the previous paving 
course as possible.

Step 7. Repeat steps 5 and 6, installing end 
and side stops as required until last top rail, 
then fix final side stops to complete and 
secure the area.

Pedestal spacing/primary rail span: RS25 - 600mm, RS60 - 1200mm
Primary rail joist centres/top rail span - 600mm
Top rail spacing/centres - determined by paving course widths

Straight spacers are used along edges of areas (shown in blue)
T-spacers are used inside all areas (shown in black)
Paving side stops should be used at all paving joins on sides of paving  
(shown in yellow)
Paving end stops should be used at all paving joins at end of paving courses 
(shown in orange)
1mm self-adhesive EPDM pads available for
countering rocking which can occur as a 
result of tolerances in paving thickness

Key Span/Spacing Information

General Install Notes


